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Peter Orpin (pictured), of the Society of Practising Veterinary Surgeons (SPVS), says rises in Covid-19 cases could see more regional or local lockdowns, most probably in urban centres, like the one in Leicester, his home town and site of his former practice.

He said: 'The big impact is that it's basically locked up the retail sector for about five months. It effectively weakens your local economy, creates uncertainty and that has a peripheral effect on services.

'In reality, vet practices were allowing clients back in, but they've reversed back to their original situation where no clients enter the building.' He says this means adapting appropriately, going back to kerbside vetting if necessary.

The longer the lockdowns go on, the more difficult it might become. 'You have to create a low-risk Covid workplace. It's also got to be efficient and it's got to work both for the owners and the workers.'

Orpin says resilience levels among practices will be variable. 'If you are in a position where you haven't got a good handle on your cash flow, you've not got good financial reserves. If you're thrown into a less efficient system of working\...that could cause some challenges for you. So you have to think those through.'

SPVS is due to launch a checklist allowing people to 'sanity-test' their resilience and their biosecurity and biocontainment risks, to help practices work out 'where they are and what gaps they need to plug'.

Orpin said: 'I think practices will have to be flexible\...ultimately each practice will have to decide its own risk profile.'
